
USE TIME-SAVINGS TO TAKE ON OTHER PROJECTS
Use time-savings to undertake additional work, and provide extra services to clients that would have not 
have been profitable manually

TIME-SAVINGS: Manual review: 79 documents/hour. With Luminance: 3600 documents/hour   (Bird & Bird)

KEY BENEFITS

COST-SAVINGS: 85% reduction on review cost per project  (UK Top 50 Firm)

MITIGATE RISK: Surface hidden risks and anomalies on day one of the review

LANGUAGE-AGNOSTIC: 40% of customers work across non-English documents daily

SCALABLE: Handles datasets varying from hundreds of documents to tens of millions

SECURE: ISO 27001 certified and backed by world-leading Security Advisory Board

ADAPTABLE: Automatically updates with new concepts with regulatory and market change

PRODUCT SHEET

DEPLOY WITHIN HOURS 
Get up and running with immediate cloud deployment and no machine pre-training needed
Portuguese law firm, Vieira De Almeida, were able to begin and complete their review 50% faster than 
manual methods despite never having previously used the platform.

MINIMAL USER TRAINING REQUIRED
Lawyers typically begin review within hours of set-up BA-HR’s lawyers could begin work immediately on the 
Norwegian-language documents in the data set, despite the system never having been exposed to Norwegian 
previously.

DEDICATED ACCOUNT MANAGER AND 24/7 SUPPORT
Account Managers can offer advice on best practices and suggestions tailored to the specific requirements 
of your firm and client. 24/7 support can assist with product queries, technical issues and are available for 
screenshare sessions to diagnose and troubleshoot issues.

BOOST PRODUCTIVITY
Ensure each project is completed on time, every time. EY saw review time slashed from seven months to just 10 days, 
representing a 1,440% increase in productivity and a 95% time-saving.

Luminance’s Diligence platform expedites the process of contract review across areas 
including M&A due-diligence, property lease abstraction, model document comparison, 
exposure analysis and associated repapering.



Product Features

COMPREHENSIVE 
DATA ROOM INSIGHTS

This visual representation of Luminance’s machine 
learning provides insights into dataset across a range of 
interactive widgets including document types, clauses, 
anomalies, currencies, languages and regions.

RAPIDLY SURFACE ANOMALIES

Luminance’s unsupervised machine learning automatically 
identifies anomalies present in your data room and 
categorises them by severity, type and number, allowing 
lawyers to effectively prioritise their review.

CLAUSE AND DATAPOINT 
IDENTIFICATION

Luminance’s 1000+ pre-set clause models rapidly 
identifies clauses and datapoints. View these as a 
comparison across documents, or with one click see it 
within the context the document as a whole.

CREATE BESPOKE TAGS IN ONE CLICK

Luminance’s supervised learning allows lawyers to add 
any number of additional clause models. In one click, 
lawyers can apply this learning across their entire dataset. 



AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT 
AND CLAUSE COMPLIANCE

Lawyers can choose the parameters of their review, 
selecting their desired standard versions (or ‘model’ 
variations) of clauses or documents to compare other 
documents against and comparing deviations from their 
standard

REMEDIATE DOCUMENTS FROM 
WITHIN LUMINANCE 

Luminance synchronises with Microsoft Word. With one 
click from within Luminance, lawyers see the relevant 
document in Word. Luminance’s machine learning analysis 
of the document remains available to lawyers in a sidebar. 
Edit the document, with changes being automatically saved 
into Luminance as a new version.  

COLLABORATIVE WORKFLOW TOOLS

Facilitate fast and efficient collaboration with Luminance’s 
built-in workflow tools. Ensure no duplication of valuable 
work effort such as automatic task distribution, notes 
and batch document allocation. 

DASHBOARD FOR GRANULAR 
PROGRESS TRACKING

Project managers can oversee review progress, both at a 
project and individual level. View real time information, 
including tasks assigned, task size and progress, as well 
as updates to assigned documents and outstanding 
documents, ensuring a seamless, thorough review.

Product Features



ENHANCED VDR 
INTEGRATION CAPABILITIES 

Luminance Integrates with Virtual Data Room (VDR) 
providers including Box, Dropbox, HighQ, Intralinks, 
Ansarada and Sterling for a fast and easy transfer of 
documents from data rooms into Luminance. Any updates 
to the documents in the data room will be automatically 
synchronised into Luminance. 

The benefits of Luminance for law firms

Luminance for organisations

• Conduct thorough reviews, surfacing risk at the start of the 
due diligence, ensuring clients are in the best position for 
negotiations early on 

• Lawyers spend less time on repetitive, lower-value tasks and 
administration, instead focusing on providing valuable insight 
and analysis

• Strengthen relationship with clients by delivering reviews 
on time, on budget and provide clear advice urgently, fully 
appraised of what is contained within documents

• Perform tasks in-house faster and with less resources - EY 
office saw 90% time savings on a due diligence exercise 
using Luminance Diligence

• Know what’s in your contracts - Luminance provides 
a holistic, thorough insight into documents, ensuring 
lawyers can be confident that nothing has been missed

Luminance is the leading artificial intelligence platform for the legal profession. Founded by mathematicians 
from the University of Cambridge, Luminance has developed the Legal Inference Transformation Engine (LITE), 
the first true application of machine learning to the legal industry, combining pattern-recognition technology 
with supervised and unsupervised machine learning to read and understand human language. Luminance is 
used by law firms and in-house teams in over 50 countries around the world to improve processes such as 
due diligence, contract negotiation, regulatory compliance reviews, property portfolio analysis and eDiscovery. 
The company has offices in London, Cambridge, New York, Chicago and Singapore.


